“Gould Knows Snow”

What distinguishes Gould athletics from traditional boarding schools or ski academies, is its approach to the “whole person.” An Olympic-track winter sports competition program, coupled with an outstanding academic experience and all the amenities of a boarding school campus, our competition program is in the unique position to offer our students and families the most comprehensive program in the country. Our close proximity and distinctive partnership with Sunday River make for unparalleled athletic training and competition, and recent investments such as the new Gould Academy T-Bar and T72 Park Complex help create the “complete package.” Our multi-layered On Snow athletic curriculum includes a multi-discipline Competition Program that includes the Freestyle, Snowboard, Nordic, and Alpine disciplines; Prep Alpine, Prep Snowboarding, and Prep Nordic teams; hands-on experiential learning programs like Ski Patrol certification and Instructor Training programs; as well as a program for students learning to ski and snowboard for the very first time.

Gould is currently a Silver Level Certified US Ski & Snowboard Club. Over the next ten years, we seek to cement our role as the most inclusive, innovative, and progressive winter-sports competition program in the country, playing a pivotal role in advancing high performance. Gould will consistently produce the most athletic skiers and professional coaches in the country, preparing both for collegiate and national team advancement.

**Head Moguls Coach**

Our Freestyle Program has a highly qualified, full-time coaching team that allows athletes to compete in a variety of schedules—from divisional USSS, to national/international FIS events. Our Freestyle Program prepares student-athletes to compete at the highest levels in each age group. Gould also manages a 250+ member weekend club-level program with athletes ranging from 7-17 years old. This rich gathering of development-age skiers ensures a steady pipeline of potential academy level USSS and FIS future athletes.

**Essential Qualities of Employment**

- Relevant knowledge and skill in their area of expertise
- Creative, life-long learner who seeks to constantly evolve and expand their knowledge base
- Student-centric
- Selfless team player and intrinsically motivated
- Excellent oral and written communication skills
- Tech savvy
- Responsible and trustworthy; exhibits good judgement
- Possesses strong moral values that are aligned with Gould’s
- Seeks joy and inspires others through their actions and words

**Job Summary**

The Head Mogul Coach is primarily responsible for the training for and execution of USSS, sanctioned Freestyle competitions. The Head Mogul Coach works with the Freestyle Program Director to plan and execute both on and off snow training sessions. Plans should be congruent with the Program’s current philosophy and follow the guidelines of safe and healthy training as described by the USSA. The Head Moguls Coach is also responsible for competition planning and execution including transportation, lodging, tuning and supervision.

As a representative of Gould Academy, it is essential to have an understanding and support the school’s mission as well as culture. The job also requires good attendance, punctuality, and to be a positive team leader as the coach.
Qualifications

- This job requires a high school diploma; college degree is encouraged
- Excellent oral and written communication skills
- Competence in Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Apple Numbers, and Google Docs
- USSS Level 200/Moguls preferred
- USSS Level 200 Aerials preferred
- USSS Level 100 required
- Competitive background preferred
- First Aid/CPR training required (Must be willing to enroll if not current)
- Valid driver's license and passport
- Successfully pass a criminal and sexual offender background check by obtaining a State of Maine, Department of Education CHRC certification

Physical Work Environment

- Ability to ski while carrying more than 50lbs of equipment
- Occasional prolonged and irregular hours, working November through April 6 - 7 days a week
- Frequent standing, stooping, bending, kneeling, pushing and pulling
- Occasional lifting up to 10-30 pounds of supplies
- Must be able to travel to all campus locations and to appropriate training and meetings
- Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions

Compensation and Benefits

This is a full-time, seasonal, exempt position. The position is from November through mid-April.

To Apply

Qualified candidates can review the entire job description online. Apply for this position by creating an applicant profile, upload your cover letter, resume/CV, and three references. Tell us WHY Gould.

To learn more about Gould Academy visit us at: www.gouldacademy.org and look for our prospectus. If you prefer to apply by mail please contact Deborah Menezes, Director of Human Resources, at 207-824-7797.

Click here to create an applicant profile

Equal Employment Opportunities

Gould Academy does not discriminate on the basis of national origin, race, creed, color, gender, disability, or sexual orientation in the administration of its educational policies, admission, financial aid, loans, hiring process, and other school programs.

Gould Academy's mission is to prepare academically motivated students for college and to help them to become independent-minded, ethical citizens who will lead lives of purpose, action, excellence, and compassion in a dynamic world.